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Abstract: This paper is about girth of commuting graph of semigroup. Let Sbe a finite non-commutative semigroup, its commuting
graph, denoted byG(S), is a simple graph (which has no loops and multiple edges) whose sets of vertices are elements ofSand whose
sets of edges are those elements ofSwhich commute with other elements i.e. for anya,b∈ Ssuch thatab= ba for a 6= b.
In this paper, we partly solve the the problem posted by J.Araújo, Kinyon M. and Konieczny that for all natural numbersn≥ 3 there is
a semigroupSsuch that the girth ofG(S) is n.
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1 Introduction

J.Araújo, Kinyon M. and Konieczny give a construction of band (semigroups of idempotents) in which one can find

semigroup of any knit degreen , for some positive integern , exceptn = 3 [1]. The construction of such type of

semigroups also helps for finding semigroups for everyn≥ 2 such that the diameter of commuting graphG(S) is n. On

the other hand, finding out the semigroups from a given graph is very important and difficult task in the theory of

semigroups. In our paper, we construct semigroupSof large arbitrary even girth for all even natural numbersn≥ 4 such

that girth of the commuting graphG(S) is n.

Suppose thatG(S) is commuting graph of some non-commutative semigroup ofS, thenG(S) = (V,E) whereV is a finite

vertex set and andE is a set of edges such thatE ⊆ {{u,v} : u,v ∈ V f or u 6= v}. If v1,v2, ...vk are the vertices inG(S)

then we write a pathλ from v1 to vk asλ = v1− v2− ...vk of lengthk−1. A cycle is a path thats starts and ends on the

same vertex. The girth of the graph is the length of shortest cycle in the graph.If the graph does not contain any cycle

then its grith defined to be infinity.

Let S be a finite non-commutative semigroup whose centre is definedas Z(S) = {a ∈ S : ab= ba ∀ b ∈ S}. The

commuting graph of a finite non-commutative semigroup is a simple graph whose sets of vertices are fromS−Z(S) and

whose sets of edges are the elements ofSwhich commute with other elements.i.e for anya,b∈ S such thatab= ba for

a 6= b. This paper is actually the construction of band (of course non commutative) from given graph such that we can

find the even girth of the commuting graphG(S) of semigroupS.For the construction of such type of semigroups, our

main focus will be on semigroup of full transformationsT(X) for a finite setX.

Let T(X) be a semigroup of full transformations for a finite setX under the composition of function.Actually the

semigroupsT(X) is the set of all functions from a finite setX to X. In this paper we consider transformationsa,b∈ T(X)

and define composition of functions as(ab)(x) = a(b(x)) from right instead of left i.e(x)(ab) = ((x)a)b for x∈ X.
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Fora∈ T(X) we write image of a byim(a) and kernel ofa is defined as,

ker(a) = {(x,y) ∈ X×X : a(x) = a(y)}

and rank of a asrank(a) = |im(a)|. Also T(X) hasn idealsI1 ,I2. . .In where 1≤ r ≤ n

Ir = {a∈ T(X) : rank(a)≤ r}.

Clearly the idealI1 is of rank 1 i.e a constant transformation and hence its commuting graph will be isolated vertices.

2 Idempotents and zeros elements in semigroups

In this section, we describe about the notation of idempotent and constant transformations,bands,commuting

transformations and left as well as right zero semigroups.

Definition 1. Let S be a semigroup and e∈ S is an idempotent if e2 = e.Also we define the sets of idempotents in S to be

E(S) = {e∈ S: e2 = e} Now,E(S) may be empty or it may be E(S) = S.If E(S) = S then S is a band.We construct band in

our construction in the monoid T(X).

Definition 2. Let e∈ T(X) be an idempotent and{A1,A2, ....Ak} be a partition of X and unique elements x1 ∈ A1,x2 ∈

A2, ..xk ∈ Ak such that for every i we have Aie= {xi}. Then the set{x1,x2, ...xk} is the image set of e.We use the following

notation for e,

e= (A1,x1〉(A2,x2〉 . . . (Ak,xk〉

If e is a constant transformation with image set{x} then we write(X,x〉 [1].

Definition 3. Let e= (A1,x1〉(A2,x2〉 . . . (Ak,xk〉 an idempotent in T(X) and let b∈ T(X) then b commutes with e if and

only if for every i∈ {1,2...k} there is a j∈ {1,2...k} such that bxi = x j and bAi ⊆ A j [1].

Definition 4. Let e, f ∈ Ir be idempotents and suppose there is x∈ X such that x∈ im(e)
⋂

im( f ) then e− (X,x〉− f [1].

Definition 5. Let S be a semi group with some binary operation∗ on it. A zero element is an element z in S such that for

all s in S, we have, z∗ s= s∗ z= z. An element in S is called left zero, if all s in S, we have,z∗ s= z and an element is

called right zero, if all s in S, we have,s∗ z= z.

Definition 6. A semigroup in which every element is a left zero element is called a left zero semigroup.For example, the

semigroup S= {a,b,c} is a left zero semigroup. Then the Cayley table for S is as given below,

* a b c

a a a a

b b b b

c c c c

Definition 7. A semigroup in which every element is a right zero element is called a right zero semigroup.For example,

The semi group S= {a,b,c} is a right zero semigroup. Then the Cayley table for S is as given below,

* a b c

a a b c

b a b c

c a b c
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Lemma 1.Let cx,cy,e∈ T(X) such that e is an idempotent,then

(1) cxe= ecx if and only if x∈ im(e).

(2) cxe= cye if and only if(x,y) ∈ ker(e).

Proof. (1) Considercxe= ecx. As cx and e commute with each other,therefore,there should be at leastone element

common in the images ofcx ande but cx has only one element in the image set i.ex in im(cx). Sox∈ im(cx)
⋂

im(e) or

x∈ {x}
⋂

im(e). This implies thatx∈ im(e). Conversely, suppose thatx∈ im(e).We can write it asx∈ {x}
⋂

im(e). This

implies thatx∈ im(cx)
⋂

im(e). Thus we havecxe= ecx.

(2) Considercxe= cye. As ker(e) is defined asker(e) = {(x,y) ∈ X ×X : xe= ye}.Considercxe= cz andcye= ct for

somet andz inX. Thuscz = ct ⇒ z= t and henceze= te. Therefore(x,y) ∈ ker(e). Conversely,let(x,y) ∈ ker(e) then by

def. ofker(e) we havexe= ye, impliescxe= cye.

3 Construction of the girth of semigroup

Definition 8. Let k≥ 2 be an integer.Let X= {y1,y2,y3 . . .y3k}.We define idempotents a1,a2,a3 . . .a3k as follows.

For i ∈ {1,2. . .3k},let n= |X|
3 ,there will be three kernel classes of each ai .

class−1= {y1,y2 . . .yn}

class−2= {yn+1,yn+2 . . .y2n}

class−3= {y2n+1,y2n+2 . . .y3n}

Let X= A1
⋃

A2
⋃

A3 be the partition of X.Thus we have,|X|= |A1|+ |A2|+ |A3| such that

class−1= {y1,y2 . . .yn} ⊆ A1

class−2= {yn+1,yn+2 . . .y2n} ⊆ A2

class−3= {y2n+1,y2n+2 . . .y3n} ⊆ A3

For even n,there will be|X|
3 + 1,odd number of right-zero semigroups generators and even number (2times of odd) of

constant generators.For example,for X= 12we have n= 4,so there will be five right-zero semigroups generators and ten

(2 times of 5) constant generators whose images sets are defined as;

Im(a1) y1 yn+1 y2n+1
Im(a2) y1 yn+2 y2n+2
Im(a3) y2 yn+2 y2n+3
Im(a4) y2 yn+3 y2n+4
Im(a5) y3 yn+3 y2n+1

Table 1: Images of the generators when n is even

For odd n,there will be|X|
3 + 1,even number of right-zero semigroups generators and even number (2times of even ) of

constant generators.For example,for X= 9 we have n= 3,there will be four right-zero semigroups generators and eight

(2times of even) whose images sets are defined as;

Im(a1) y1 yn+1 y2n+1
Im(a2) y1 yn+2 y2n+2
Im(a3) y2 yn+2 y2n+3
Im(a4) y2 yn+3 y2n+1

Table 2: Images of the generators when n is odd
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Let i∈ {1,2. . .n} we define the constant transformations as ei = (X,yi〉= cyi i.e all the elements of X maps on the single

element yi . The semigroup S generated by S=< a1,e1,a2,e2 . . .an+1,en+1 > is our required semigroup of girth2( |X|
3 +1)

i.e 2(no. of generators ai).It is easy to see that Z(S) = φ .

Lemma 2.Let 1≤ i < j ,

(1) aiai = ai ,aja j = a j , eiej = ej , ejei = ei

(2) aia j = a j , ajai = ai

(3) aiei = ei , aiej = ej

(4) a jei = ei , ajej = ej

(5) eiai = ei , ejai = ej

(6) eiej = ej , ejei = ei

Proof. (1) Proof is obvious by definition 2 thatai , a j , ci andc j are idempotents.

(2) Since the element of the image set ofai properly lies in eachAi of a j ,therefore,a j maps all the elements ofim(ai) to

im(a j),thusaia j = a j forming it right zero semigroup.Similary,a jai = ai . Other proof are similar.

Lemma 3.For each i, j ∈ {1,2. . .n},for the adjacent transformations ai and ai+1 , there will be constant transformation

such that ai −ej −ai+1 and there will be no path between ai and ai+1.

Proof. Since from Lemma 2,we haveaiej = ej and ejai = ej also a jej = ej and eja j = ej .This implies

ai −ej −ai+1.Similarly,aia j = a j anda jai = ai .This implies there will be no path betweenai andai+1.

Lemma 4.For each i, j ∈ {1,2. . .n},the cycleΠ = ai −ej −ai+1−ej −ai+2−ej . . .ej −ai is unique and minimal cycle

in G(S) of length2n.

Proof.Suppose that there is another cycleλ in G(S) whose length is 2n+1 more that 2n such thatλ = ai −ej −ai+1−ej −

ai+2−ej . . .ej −ej+1−ai. or λ = ai −ej −ai+1−ej −ai+2−ej . . .ej −ai−1−ai. We claim that length ofλ is greater than

the length ofΠ . Consider the case-1 whenλ = ai −ej −ai+1−ej −ai+2−ej . . .ej −ej −ai. From lemma 2,ejej+1 = ej+1

andej+1ej = ej thusejej+1 6= ej+1ej i.e two constant transformations never commute with each other.Therefore,there

will be no path betweenej andej+1.Thus there will be no cycle whose length is more thanΠ .Soλ = Π . Now consider

that case-2,λ = ai − ej − ai+1 − ej − ai+2 − ej . . .ej − ai−1 − ai . From lemma 3, there will be no path betweenai and

i−1.Therefore,such type of cycle does not exist.This implies that,λ = Π . So our claim in both cases is wrong.Thus,the

cycleΠ = ai −ej −ai+1−ej −ai+2−ej . . .ej −ai is unique and minimal cycle inG(S) of length 2n.

Now the only case left for the girth of four which is present inthe following proposition.

Proposition 1.For all even natural numbers n≥ 4,there is a semigroup S of such that girth of G(S) is n.

Proof.Let n= 4.ConsiderX = {y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,y6}. Define the idempotentsa1 anda2 as;

im(a1) = {y1,y3,y5} andim(a2) = {y1,y3,y6}.So there will be three kernel classes of eachai such that,

class−1= {y1,y2}

class−2= {y3,y4}

class−3= {y5,y6}

By lemma 2,a1a1 = a1 ,a2a2 = a2 , a1a2 = a2 ,a2a1 = a1 anda1cy1 = cy1 , a3cy1 = cy3 , a1cy3 = cy3 , a2cy3 = cy3

, cy1a1 = cy1, cy1a2 = cy1 ,cy3a1 = cy3, cy3a2 = cy3 , cy1cy3 = cy3,cy3cy1 = cy1, cy1cyi = cy1, cy3cy3 = cy3. Thus

S=< a1,e1,a2,e3 > is the semigroup in which unique and minimal length of cyclea1−e1−a2−e3−a1 is 4.So girth of

S is 4.

Example 1.Let X = {y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,y6}.By definition 8, Sincen=
|X|
3 is even so there will be|X|

3 +1 three right zero

semigroups generators namelya1,a2,a3 and three constant generators namelye1,e4,e5 whose sets of images are defined

as;
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Im(a1) y1 y3 y5
Im(a2) y1 y4 y6
Im(a3) y2 y4 y5

Table 3: Images of the generators.

Kernel classes of eacha1,a2,a3 is defined as,

class−1= {y1,y2}

class−2= {y3,y4}

class−3= {y5,y6}

The products defined in lemma 2,we haveS=< a1,e1,a2,e4,a3,e5 > is the semigroup in which the unique and minimal

cyclea1−e1−a2−e4−a3−e5−a1 is of length 6 i.e 2( |X|
3 +1).Thus girth ofS= 6. The Table 4 presents the Cayley’s

table forS.

a1 a2 a3 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
a1 a1 a2 a3 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
a2 a1 a2 a3 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
a3 a1 a2 a3 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
e1 e1 e1 e2 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
e4 e3 e4 e4 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
e5 e5 e6 e5 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
e2 e1 e1 e2 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
e3 e3 e4 e4 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6
e6 e5 e6 e5 e1 e4 e5 e2 e3 e6

Table 4: Cayley table forS

Conjecture!. There are no semigroups of a circle and straight line.
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